
Creative ways of using tracing to make art! 
Overview 
In this workshop, you’ll have the option to learn one or more of the following methods of tracing: 
 

● The Window Method (no tech needed!) 
● The Transfer Method (no tech needed!)  

 

● The Screen Method 
● The Light Table Method 

This workshop will show you how to make some awesome art without being skilled at drawing. Before 
you begin, here’s some materials you’ll want to gather up to get started: 
 
Materials Needed 
 

● Pencil ● Paper ● Something to trace! 
 
Optional 
 

● Tape (highly 
recommended!) 

● Coloring materials 
(colored pencils, 
markers, paint, etc.) 

● Tracing paper (tissue 
paper may work) 

● Computer/tablet 
● Glass bottle 

 
 

● Printer 
● Scanner 
● Light table 

Tracing Material Options 
 

● Newspaper Clipping 
● Printed out paper 

 

● Magazine Clipping 
● From a screen 

 

● Naturey things 
● Other ideas? 

Tips before you get started: 
 

● Read through all the steps and tips of the method you choose; it’ll make things easier along the 
way!  

● You can use different methods/techniques from each option and combine or substitute them to 
get more creative. 

● You’ll need to use paper thin enough to see through, like computer paper. You may not be able to 
see through thicker paper, like multimedia paper.  

● If you have photos you can’t see through, and do have access to a 
camera/scanner/computer/printer, you can take a photo of what you’d like to trace, and print it 
out! 

 



The Window Method  
Materials Needed: images/materials you want to trace, paper to trace onto, and a drawing utensil 
Optional: tape, marker or dark colored pen 
 
Step 1 
Gather your images, drawing utensils, tape, or 
other items you may want to use for your 
drawing. 
 

 
 
Step 2 
First place your image you’d like to trace on the 
window where you can easily reach, then your 
paper over top, taping both images to the 
window, if needed, to keep them from moving 
around or falling. The tape is meant to secure 
your paper, but you can use your free hand to 
hold the image down so that you can see the 
detail. If you’re combining images, do one at the 
time.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Step 3 
Trace!  
 

 

 
 
Don’t worry, we’re not done. You’re drawing may 
look unfinished, like a rough draft, or maybe it is 
finished! Either way, that’s okay; I’ll show you 
some different ideas at the end so that you can 
turn your drawing into something more if you so 
choose.  

 
  

Tips 
 

● The brighter the day, the easier it is to 
trace! Also, the darker the room behind 
you (lights off, other blinds closed) it will 
be easier to trace.  

● It can be hard to remove certain tape 
from your paper/window. If you only have 
regular tape, try putting the tape onto a 
piece of your clothing to get it linty first, 
then use it! This makes the tape easier to 
peel off and you’re less likely to rip your 
paper/get your window sticky. 

● If you don’t mind drawing on top of your 
image,  going over important lines or 
details with a marker or dark pen will 
make the details easier to see when 
tracing. 

● First, trace the image you want to be in 
front of everything else, then the image 
you want to be behind it.  

● If you’re using a picture for a one time 
use, or if it’s okay to draw on top of, it 
might make it easier to go over some 
important lines or details with a marker, 
that way it’s really easy to see when 
you’re tracing your image. 

   



The Transfer Method  
Materials Needed: images/materials you want to trace, paper to trace onto/material to transfer drawing 
onto, and a drawing utensil 
Optional: tape, a glass bottle/jar 
 
This method only works if you have images you can draw on top of using a pencil, or, you can use 
something you’ve already drawn (like if you have a drawing from the previous method). 
Important! Using an image from a newspaper would work great! Using an image from a glossy 
magazine may not hold the graphite as well. Don’t use something you don’t want to ruin, like an old 
vintage photo.  
Important! Using this method, your drawing will be reversed when it is transferred; keep this in mind if 
especially you’re tracing letters.  
 
Step 1 
You’ve got your image. Use a pencil to draw the 
outlines and key features right on top of the 
photo. Make sure you’re pressing hard enough 
to make the lines nice and dark, but not too hard 
that you damage the paper. Or, you may be 
using a drawing you already have, if so, you may 
want to go over it again making the lines nice 
and dark. 
 

 

 
 
 

Step 2  
Take your image that’s outlined/marked with 
pencil, and flip it over onto what you want your 
drawing to be on (Hence why the image is 
flipped). This could be a piece of paper, a piece 
of wood, a wall, a paper folder, ect. You can 
check to see what will work by drawing a little 
dot or line on your material to see if the graphite 
will hold. 
 

 
 
Step 3 
You have two options in how this can be 
transferred; first you could use a smooth, hard 
object (a glass bottle/a spoon/the back of your 
nail, or, you can even use the pencil itself. 
 



When using the first option, use the object to 
massage your image onto what you want your 
picture to be on. 
 
The idea is that you’re trying to get the graphite 
to rub off, or stick to the other material.  You may 
have to press pretty hard.  
 
You can practice by doing a small area, and 
lifting up the corner to see if it’s working. If so, 
keep going until you can see your entire 
reversed image on your material of choosing.  
 

 
 
You can use a pencil by literally tracing back 
over what you traced, with enough pressure to 
make the graphite stick.  If you're transferring it 
so something see through like a piece of paper, 
you can use a light table or window to hold it up 
against to see where you’ve traced on the other 
side. 

Step 4 
You’ll notice depending on the material and 
pencil used, your image might be very faint, but 
don’t worry, it’s not done!  
 
The idea is to have enough of an image there so 
that you can see to draw on top of it. For 
example, you can go over the faint outlines and 
details with a marker, and erase any pencil 
markings that are peaking out.  
 

 

   



The Screen Method 
Materials Needed: image(s) you want to trace, paper to trace onto, a computer/tablet, and a drawing 
utensil 
Optional: tape 
 
Step 1  
Find the image or images you’d like to use for 
your picture. 
 

 
(this is Zendaya by the way) 
 
Step 2 
Place the paper over top of the screen, and tape 
it to make sure it stays in place. Also make sure 
that your screen brightness is all the way up! 
 

 
 
Step 3 
Trace away! 
 

 
 

Tips 

● If you know how, you can zoom in or out 
on the photo to make it as big or as small 
as you need it. This is especially helpful if 
you’re combining photos. 

● The darker the room, the easier it is to 
trace your image 

● Make indications as opposed to dark 
strokes when tracing, then you can go 
darker when you’re sure your marking 
are in the right place 



The Light Table Method 
Materials Needed: images/materials you want to trace, paper to trace onto, a light table, and a drawing 
utensil 
Optional: tape 
 
Step 1 
Choose images/materials you’d like to trace 
You can use something from a newspaper, 
magazine, a photo printed out on computer 
paper, leaves, etc.  
 
Use the light table to make sure they are see 
through enough to use. 
 

 
 
Step 2  
Place the paper over top of your picture, making 
sure you’ve got it in the spot you want.  You can 
use tape to make sure it doesn’t slide around. 
 

 

Step 3 
Trace your image! It may be easiest to trace 
outlines first, and then details if you like.  
 

 
 

Tips 
 

● It helps to turn off the light table, and look 
at your image to see if you’ve got your 
markings in the right places.  

● If you have a printer, get creative and try 
tracing a photo you took and printed out! 

● If you printed an image, you can use your 
computer to refer to the image as you 
trace. 

● You can use lined paper if you’re writing 
a letter/making a card to make sure your 
lines are straight. 



You’ve got a pencil drawing, now what? 
The options are endless! You can go any direction you’d like with your pencil drawing. Your masterpiece 
does not have to look exactly like the original piece you traced. Get funky with it! Below are some 
different examples of what you could do, and how they were done.  
 
 
The Window Method  
 

 
 

What did I do? 
 

● I used a fine point marker to slowly trace 
back over the pencil markings 

● I erased all the pencil markings  
● I used watercolor paint to turn my sketch 

into something new! 
● Notice how I used colors different from 

the original pictures I used? 
 
  

The Transfer Method 
 

 
 

What did I do? 
 

● I used a few more pictures to add to my 
drawing 

● I used a Micron pen to go over my faint 
sketch, and added some stippling (LOTS 
of dots) for depth 

● I then used colored pencils to bring it 
to… LIFE 

 

 
   



The Screen Method 
 

 
 

What did I do? 
 

● I flipped my image over onto my light 
table and colored the back with pastels 

● I used Q-tips to smooth out certain parts 
● I’ve never used pastels before and 

wanted to try them out; this is your time 
to experiment with something new! 

 

 
 

What did I do? 
 

● This is just my original image, but I went 
back in and made more defined lines 

   

The Light Table Method 
 

 
 

What did I do? 
 

● I used a fine point marker to 
carefully trace back over my lines 

● I used markers to color in my 
letters 
 


